SOCAH HYDRAULIQUE group expands and announce
the acquisition of EDH company.
The SOCAH HYDRAULIQUE GROUP pursues
its development strategy with EDH and
IDSystem take over.
The purchase of those companies will
therefore allow us to complete our range and
have new know-how.
Benoit CABANIS
CEO Groupe SOCAH Hydraulique
Since 1992, EDH did not stop to growth
up and develop new activities:
Connectic and tube bending (EDH
Connectic), fluid conditioning (EDH
Fluid), created IDSystem Company and
opened to the international sector with
Exago-Group.
The workforce increased from 2 to 65
today.
You also have contributed to this
success thanks to the orders that you
have kindly entrusted to us and I thank
you for it.

About SOCAH HYDRAULIQUE GROUP
Created in 1993, SOCAH HYDRAULIQUE is the partner of manufacturers and resellers for
material equipped with hydraulic components. The company offers a wide range of
hydraulic components, thanks to its direct relations with factories based in Europe.
Became a cylinder manufacturer in 2004 with the acquisition of Luce Hydro, the Group
also developed itself by integrating a connectic supply activity in 2009, then in 2013 by
integrating AHR Company, specialized in pneumatic components.
SOCAH HYDRAULIQUE GROUP is recognized in its market for its advice, service, stock,
logistic and reactivity.

€

14M€

We are going to celebrate, end of
September, EDH 25th anniversary and for
me a well deserved retirement will began.
For my colleagues, I wanted to found a
buyer who shared the same human
values than me.
So I leave dynamic and healthy
companies to Mr Benoit CABANIS CEO
of SOCAH Hydraulique who will
lastingly
keep
developing
and
sustaining them.
Gérard DAILLET
CEO SOLLERTIA-Group

in 2016

80

Employees

In addition to trading, SOCAH HYDRAULIQUE GROUP deploys 3 activities of manufacturing:






At its VINAY-38 (LUCE HYPRO) factory and also the one at JANZE-35 (HELBERT),
the GROUP manufacture standard and made to measure cylinders.
At its CHATEAUBOURG-35 (SOCAH) workshop, design and manufacture of hydraulic
power units and pneumatic cylinders.
At its RENNES, REDON, VITRE offices, manufacture of hydraulic hoses on demand.

About EDH and IDSystem
Located to Mésanger-44 near Ancenis, EDH is specialized in standard and tailor made
hydraulic tanks for 25 years.
EDH Connectic manufacture bending tubes in steel, stainless steel and coated steel.
EDH Fluid is specialized in decontamination and fluid conditioning.
At its Ancenis-44 plant, IDSystem is a hydraulic power units manufacturer and a
hydraulic systems and testing benches designer.
ID System-didactic entity is the schools and training centers’ partner for the
manufacture of equipments designed to industrial and mobile hydraulic training.

€

9M€
in 2016
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